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SHORT COMMUNICATIONS
ON THE SUFFICIENT STATISTICS FOR STATIONARY GAUSSIAN RANDOM
PROCESSES
AI. ARATO
(Translated by N. Greenlea/)
This note is devoted to finding sufficient statistics for a stationary Gaussian random process
with discrete time in the most simple case, where the spectral density is a rational function with
respect to ei)t. In the case where the stationary Gaussian process (t) has spectral density of the
form
(1) l(Z)
it satisfies the difference equation
(2) (t)+Xl(t--1)+ +%(t--p) e(t),
where a Meg"(t) (Doob [lJ, page 450), e(t) are mutually independent random variables, and
the mathematical expectation i(t) O. It turns out that the number of functions of the sample
values xl, ., x/y, forming necessary and sufficient statistics for the family of distributions with
unknown parameters Xl,.. ", Xo and ag2= M2(t), is equal to (p+l)(p+2)/2. We shall also
show by a simple example that in the general case this is not so.
By the well-known theorem of Dynkin [2J, the expressions
log p$(1),...,(N)(Xl, ..., XN; 1, ", , ag’)
--log P(1),..., (N)(Xl, "’’, XN" el, ", %0, agg.o)
form a necessary and sufficient statistics for the family of distributions P(1),...,(N)(Yl,’" ", YN;
al, ", av, ag) where P(1),...,(N)(Yl, ", YN; al, ", a, ag2) is the joint density of the
probability of the variables (1), ., (N); x1, ., x2v is the sample, and 10, ., 0, ag2 are
fixed values of the parameters. From this theorem easily follows the following
Theorem. I/the Gaussian stationary process (t) has spectral density o] the ]orm (1), then the
system
N--+I N
i=/9+1 i=io+l /=:p+l
9.
", X1Z+XNXN_+I, X2+X_l, ", 2X+ZN_1XN_+1 +
O/ /unctions o/ the sample xl,..., xg /orras a necessary and su//icient statistics.
To prove this we calculate the joint density of the probability of these variables. Multiplying
(2) by (t--1),..., (t--p) and taking the mathematical expectation, we obtain the following
system of linear equations for determining the correlation coefficient
(3)
(4)
In addition, we have
+ +e/) a82.
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1,2,-’.,p,
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We let A (1, ", ) (e2/O’2’ and denote by B (1, ", ) the determinant of the cova-
fiance matrix of the random variables (1), ., (p) and, finally, by {bj}l the inverse of the co-
variance matrix. Then the probability densities will have the form
P(1), ..., (N)(Yl, ", YN) P(1),..., ()(Yl, ", Y) Pe(+l)(Y+I+lY+ +Yl)
Pc(N) (YN+lYN-I+ +YN-)
b:iyiy(2)-N/2NB(I, ", )-1/2A (1, ", )-(N-p)/2 exp
i,i=1
(yi+lYi_1+ +yi_)2 A i=+l
We note tha in mapping (1),.-., (N)onto (1),..., (p), e(p+ 1),..-, e(N), he Jacobian
is equal to one, and hat he logarithm of he probability density has, up to a constant, the form
(taking into account that the covariance matrix, and herefore also the matrix of he quantities
(1),-.., (N) which is inverse to it, is symmetric about its diagonal):
1+12+ +2 N--p 1+12+ +-1N-p+IYi2+ YiYi-l+22A i=+1 2A i=+1
N
+ i=p+lZ YiYi-+ (Yl2+YN2) 22A + (YlY2+YNYN-1) +
-1 +12+ (YlY+YNYN-+I) + (Y2+YN_I) 22A
+ (Y2Y3+YN-lYN-2) 1+12 + + (Y2Y+YN-lYN-+I)2A 2A
+YN-+)
2 . .A
The proof of the assertion easily follows from this. In the same way one determines sufficient
statistics in the case where the mathematical expectation is unknown.
The following example shows that in the general case the assertion of the theorem does not
hold. Consider the stationary Gaussian process
(5) (t) aoe(t)+ale(t--1 ),
where e(t) are mutually independent Gaussian random variables. We shall show thut in this case
there do not exist functions of the sample x1, ., xN, whose number is less than N, such that they
form sufficient statistics for a0, a1, a2 M2(t) (we assume here that M(t) 0).
From equation (5) it follows that
M(t)(t--1) aoa2= M2(t) (ao2+al2)Me2(t), P a02+al2’
M(t)(t--) 0, if Il > 1,
The joint probability density of the variables (1),..-, (N) has the form:
P(1),’",(N)(Yl, ", YN) 6N. (2z)_N/2. ]By_l/2exp i,i=1
where IBN] get BN and B;x {b} is the inverse matrix of the correlation matrix BN of
the process (t). It is easily calculated that
bi (--1)-i p-i[Bi_li[BN_].
for < and ]B (u+1 i+1
--. )/(Ul--U2) (he inverse matrix is assumed to be symmetric
about the diagonal). It should be noted ha ]BN] satisfies the difference equation
IBN[ [B_I--iB_I and u and u are solutions of the equations
u-u+pz 0, i.e. u u2 2
N, are independent as functions of p, it becomes clear (see, for example,Since, further, biN 1, .,
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Dynkin [2], 2) that there do not exist functions of the samples Xl, ", X,N, less thanN in number,
which would form sufficient statistics for a0, a1, a’.
I consider it a most pleasant duty to express my warm thanks to A. N. Iolmogorov for posing
this problem and for advice given me in the writing of this note.
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ON THE SUFFICIENT STATISTICS FOR STATIONARY GAUSSIAN RANDOM
PROCESSES
M. ARATO (MOSCOW)
(Summary)
We prove that for a stationary Gaussian process with spectral density (1) the number of
sufficient statistics is (p + 1) (p + 2)/2. A simple example shows that in the general case the number
of sufficient statistics increases with the number of observations.
CONCERNING A CERTAIN PROBABILITY PROBLEM
V. M. ZOLOTAREV
(Translated by Mario Petrich)
1. Let 1, 2’ 3’ be a sequence of independent normally distributed random variables
with parameters (0, 1) and let
nl+l n1+2
be some sequence o positive numbers such that representatives of separate blocks (we shall denote
them by ar2, r 1, 2,...) form a strictly decreasing sequence and
() E Z
k=l
We construct the random variable Zc , which exists, obviously, with probability 1.
The question is raised about asymptotic behavior (as ) of the function P{ x}
--F(x)
and of the density p(x). Some problems of probability and mathematical statistics lead to this
cheme.
s
. In as much as is a non-negative random variable, we can use the apparatus of Laplace
transformations, existing in the half plane Re 0. It is not hard to convince ourselves that at
least in this half plane
(2) (s) M exp(--s) H (1
By condition (1) this product converges for all complex with the exception of the points
sr= --1/2ar, r= 1,2,....
Consequently, the function (s) can be continued into he left half plane (with the exception,
naturally, of the points st), moreover,
a) if all multiplicities of factors in product (2) are even, then (s) is a meromorphic function
with poles of order nr/2 at the points
b) if some of the numbers n are odd, then (s) is a multiple-valued function with branch points
of second order in those points s for which the numbers n are odd and poles of order nr]2 in
points s for which these multiplicities are even.


